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Generic short-range interactions in two-leg ladders
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We derive a Hamiltonian for a two-leg ladder which includes an arbitrary number of charge and spin
interactions which must be weak but are otherwise of arbitrary strength. To illustrate this Hamiltonian we
consider two examples and use a renormalization-group technique to evaluate the ground-state phases. The first
example is a two-leg ladder with zigzagged legs. We find that increasing the number of interactions in such a
two-leg ladder may result in a richer phase diagram, particularly at half-filling where a few exotic phases are
possible when the number of interactions are large and the angle of the zigzag is small. In the second example
we determine under which conditions a two-leg ladder at quarter-filling is able to support a Tomanaga-
Luttinger liquid phase. We show that this is only possible when the spin interactions across the rungs are
ferromagnetic. In both examples we focus on lithium purple bronze, a two-leg ladder with zigzagged legs
which is thought to support a Tomanaga-Luttinger liquid phase.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.79.045132 PACS number�s�: 71.10.Fd, 71.10.Hf, 71.10.Pm

I. INTRODUCTION

Ladder systems are well known for their many novel
properties and their relative simplicity makes them an ideal
candidate for much theoretical work.1,2 Several experimental
systems are known to be of or dominated by a ladder-type
structure, and theoretical studies have been able to make
reasonable predictions about the phases, symmetries, and
transport properties of these materials.3–5 A common proce-
dure used to solve ladder systems is a perturbative
renormalization-group �RG� treatment, followed by a non-
perturbative bosonization of the relevant interactions. The
combination of these two complimentary techniques allows
one to go beyond the usual mean-field approaches when de-
termining ground states and excitations in the low-energy
regime.6–10 Some studies using these techniques have re-
vealed exotic phases, such as a staggered-flux phase11 and a
resonant-valence-bond liquid.10

In a recent experiment,12 it was demonstrated that
Tomanaga-Luttinger liquid �TLL� behavior appears in
lithium purple bronze Li0.9Mo6O17 �LPB�. It is rather re-
markable that typical TLL scaling appears to exist over a
wide range of temperatures. In this reference it was claimed
that RG flows quantitatively reproduce the experimental
data, but the bare interactions which lead to this solution
were not discussed. This exciting development inspired us to
revisit the well-known two-leg ladder system, modified to
describe a generic interaction profile. This interaction profile
is very general, allowing any number of charge and spin
interactions of any desired strength.

A standard two-leg ladder is shown in Fig. 1�a�. The hop-
ping strengths between nearest neighbors on the same leg
and nearest neighbors on the same rung are t and t�, respec-
tively. For on-site interactions the charge and spin interac-
tions take the same form and can be described by a single
parameter U. In general, interactions between two different
lattice sites along the same leg are described by X�n, while
interactions between two lattice sites on opposite legs are
described by X�n. The charge and spin interactions are rep-

resented by X=V ,J, respectively, and the integer index n
describes the rung difference between the two sites. There-
fore, any set of generic short-range or quasi-long-range in-
teractions can be described by the bare interactions U, X�n,
and X�n. Although there have been extensive theoretical
investigations on electronic correlations in two-leg
ladders,6–11,13–16 most of these studies only consider on-site
and possibly nearest-neighbor �or next-nearest-neighbor� in-
teractions.

The standard two-leg ladder lies in a two-dimensional
plane, but there are a number of experimental systems which
contain a two-leg ladder which is warped in some
fashion.17,18 As an illustration of our generic interaction
model we consider a ladder which has been compressed so
that the legs form a zigzag with a constant angle �, as shown
in Fig. 1�b�. One example of such a lattice is LPB which has
��� /2.17 By including the geometric structure of the two-
leg ladder we have an additional variable � with which to
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FIG. 1. �a� A standard two-leg ladder with hopping strengths t
and t� and several electron-electron interactions defined by U and X
where X=V ,J. �b� A zigzag two-leg ladder where the legs are bent
to make a constant angle �. Electron-electron interactions can be
defined similarly to the standard case.
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investigate the ground-state phase diagram. It is easy to see
that for extremely short-range interactions the zigzag angle �
does not play any significant role since the on-site interaction
U dominates. However, in ladder materials the interaction is
often expected to be quasi-long-ranged and in these cases �
is important. With the inclusion of this zigzag lattice geom-
etry, as well as the generic interactions we hope to not only
be able to discuss the conditions for which a TLL phase is
possible, but to also discover other exotic phases such as an
f-density wave and a staggered-flux phase.

The Tomanaga-Luttinger liquid is a special case among
all the possible phases of a two-leg ladder. In sharp contrast
to ordinary Fermi liquids, electron-electron interactions in
TLL cause the single-particle excitations �the so-called qua-
siparticles� to become unstable. Instead one finds bosonic
spin and charge excitations which propagate independently
of each other and with different velocities, a phenomenon
known as spin-charge separation. Many theoretical and ex-
perimental studies have discussed TLL phase in several dif-
ferent one-dimensional �1D� or quasi-1D systems such as
weakly coupled chains or wires,19,20 carbon nanotubes,21,22

and the edges of two-dimensional systems.23,24 With
screened charge interactions theoretical studies have shown
that TLL are generally expected in odd-leg ladders25 but not
in even-leg ladders except under unphysical conditions such
as attractive interactions.10 These general trends make the
TLL scaling behavior observed in LPB �Refs. 12 and 17� a
little unexpected, though as the two legs in LPB are almost
independent �t� t�� it is certainly not impossible. There are
two plausible scenarios for the observed TLL-like behavior
in LPB. The first scenario is that the ground state is a true
TLL and that the interaction profile and the ladder geometry
in LPB result in an unusual set of bare couplings that flow
toward the TLL phase under RG transformations. The alter-
native possibility is that the ground state is not a TLL but
closely resembles a TLL over a wide range of temperatures.
In an attempt to solve this puzzle we will use our generic
interaction model to study the phases of LPB.

This paper is organized in the following way. In Sec. II,
we introduce the two-leg model that contains general charge
and spin interactions. Starting from the lattice model, we
briefly describe the chiral decomposition, current algebra,
computation of initial couplings and the bosonization. In
Sec. III, we modify our general model to describe a two-leg
ladder with zigzag angles. We also introduce different order
parameters to characterize the ground states. The compli-
mentary combination of the RG method and the bosonization
technique allows us to obtain the phase diagrams for differ-
ent interaction profiles and bending angles. We consider two
examples, the half-filled case with t= t� and the quarter-filled
case with t� t�, with the latter case corresponding to LPB.
In Sec. IV, we make use of the general theoretical framework
developed in previous sections and try to determine an ap-
propriate interaction profile for a TLL in LPB. We perform
detailed and extensive numerical analysis and compute the
temperature-dependent TLL exponent. Finally, we conclude
our numerical results and discuss their connections to experi-
ments.

II. MODEL

We consider a two-leg ladder with quasi-long-range
charge and spin interactions. The Hamiltonian contains non-
interacting hopping as well as charge and spin interactions
over different ranges. Thus, it is natural to divide the Hamil-
tonian into six parts,

H = H0 + HU + HV�
+ HV�

+ HJ�
+ HJ�

. �1�

The first term H0 describes hopping along the legs of the
ladder with hopping strength t, and along the rungs with
hopping strength t�,

H0 = − t�
jl�

�cjl�
† cj�l+1�� + H.c.� − t��

l�

�c1l�
† c2l� + H.c.� .

�2�

The subscript of the fermion operator cjl� describes leg num-
ber j=1,2, rung number l, and spin �= ↑ ,↓.

For the on-site interaction, the difference between the
charge and the spin parts vanishes and

HU = U�
jl

njl↑njl↓, �3�

where njl�=cjl�
† cjl� and U is the interaction strength. Now we

classify the more general charge interactions. Many theoret-
ical studies consider perpendicular nearest-neighbor interac-

tions across single rungs, i.e., between sites �j , l� and �j̄ , l�,
where j̄ denotes the opposite leg of j, as well as parallel
nearest-neighbor interactions between neighboring sites on
the same leg, i.e., between sites �j , l� and �j , l�1�. A few
studies also consider next-nearest-neighbor interactions
which act diagonally across one plaquette, i.e., between sites

�j , l� and �j̄ , l�1�. Here we consider all charge interactions
between sites �j , l� and �j� , l�� for which �l− l���N. Note that
we have introduced a “hard” cutoff length N for the interac-
tion profile. The perpendicular Hamiltonian describes inter-
actions between sites on different legs,

HV�
= �

n=0

N

�
jl���

V�nnjl�nj̄�l+n���, �4�

where V�n is the interaction strength between sites �j , l� and

�j̄ , l+n�. The parallel Hamiltonian describes interactions be-
tween sites on the same leg

HV�
= �

n=1

N

�
jl���

V�nnjl�nj�l+n���, �5�

where V�n is the interaction strength between sites �j , l� and
�j , l+n�.

Following the same classification the spin interactions are
contained in two parts, HJ�

and HJ�
. Like HV�

and HV�
, the

spin interaction Hamiltonians describe interactions between
any two sites which are N or less rung positions distant from
each other. For spin interactions between sites on different
rungs,
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HJ�
= �

n=0

N

�
jl

J�nS jl · Sj̄�l+n�, �6�

where J�n is the interaction strength between sites �j , l� and

�j̄ , l+n� and the spin operators are

S jl =
1

2 �
���

cjl�
† ����cjl��, �7�

where �= ��x ,�y ,�z� are Pauli matrices. For spin interaction
between different sites on the same leg,

HJ�
= �

n=1

N

�
jl���

J�nS jl · S j�l+n�, �8�

where J�n is the interaction strength between sites �j , l� and
�j , l+n�.

We now follow a standard procedure which involves de-
composing the lattice fermions into pairs of chiral fermions
with linear dispersion. As this procedure is well explained
elsewhere10 we will only give a brief explanation. First, the
hopping part of the Hamiltonian H0 is diagonalized into a
bonding and antibonding band, aql�= �c2l�− �−1�qc1l�� /	2
with q=1,2, then after a Fourier transform we can determine
the band structure Eq= �−1�qt�−2t cos kq as a function of
momentum kq which is valid in an interacting system pro-
vided the interactions are weak. The Fermi momentum kFq
=cos−1��−�+ �−1�qt�� /2t� is uniquely determined by the
chemical potential �. As we are only interested in the low-
energy behavior the fermion operators which diagonalize the
hopping Hamiltonian can be linearized about the Fermi point
by introducing chiral fermion fields, aql��	Rql�eikFql

+	Lql�e−ikFql. Taking the continuous limit of the discrete lat-
tice index l, we can define the Hamiltonian density H from
H=
dlH. The hopping part of the Hamiltonian density in
terms of the chiral fields is rather simple,

H0 = − �
q�

vq�	Rql�
† �l	Rql� − 	Lql�

† �l	Lql�� , �9�

where the Fermi velocity is vq=dEq /dkq at kq=kFq.
The interaction part of the Hamiltonian density HI=HU

+HV�
+HV�

+HJ�
+HJ�

can be expressed in terms of the cur-
rents

JPqq� =
1

2
	Pq�

† 	Pq��, JPqq� =
1

2
	Pq�

† ����	Pq���,

IPqq� =
1

2
	Pq�
���	Pq���, IPqq� =

1

2
	Pq��
�����	Pq���,

�10�

where P=R ,L. The antisymmetric matrix 
 is defined by

12=−
21=1 and 
11=
22=0. Each term in HI is a product of
two currents so that the Hamiltonian is a function of four-
fermion interactions,

HI = bqq�
� JRqq�JLqq� − bqq�

� JRqq� . JLqq� + fqq�
� JRqqJLq�q�

− fqq�
� JRqq . JLq�q� + uqq�

� Iqq�
† ILq̄q̄� − uqq�

� IRqq� . ILq̄q̄�.

�11�

The couplings of the four-fermion interactions bqq�, fqq�, and
uqq� define the scattering amplitudes between bands q and q�.
Backward scattering is represented by b and from a gradient
expansion the bare coupling strength can be shown to be

bqq
� = U + V�0 + 2�

n=1

N

��V�n + V�n��2 − cos 2nkFq��

−
3

4
J�0 −

3

2�
n=1

N

��J�n + J�n�cos 2nkFq� ,

bqq
� = U + V�0 + 2�

n=1

N

��V�n + V�n�cos 2nkFq�

−
3

4
J�0 − �

n=1

N ��J�n + J�n��1 +
1

2
cos 2nkFq� ,

b12
� = U − V�0 + 2�

n=1

N

��V�n − V�n��2cos nk− − cos nk+��

+
3

4
J�0 −

3

2�
n=1

N

��J�n − J�n�cos nk+� ,

b12
� = U − V�0 + 2�

n=1

N

��V�n − V�n�cos nk+�

+
3

4
J�0 − �

n=1

N ��J�n − J�n��cos nk− +
1

2
cos nk+� ,

�12�

where k�=kF1�kF2. The symmetry of the system requires
b12=b21 and at half-filling �=0 so kF1+kF2=� which sets
b11=b22. Forward scattering is represented by f with the bare
coupling strength,

f12
� = U + 2�

n=1

N

�V�n�2 − cos nk+� + V�n�2 + cos nk+�� + 3V�0

+
3

4
J�0 −

3

2�
n=1

N

��J�n − J�n�cos nk+� ,

f12
� = U − V�0 + 2�

n=1

N

��V�n − V�n�cos nk+� −
1

4
J�0

− �
n=1

N �J�n�1 +
1

2
cos nk+ − J�n�1 −

1

2
cos nk+� .

�13�

Symmetry requires f12= f21 and in order to avoid double
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counting we set fqq=0. Umklapp scattering is represented by
u and only present at half-filling where kF1+kF2=�,

u11
� = U − V�0 + 2�

n=1

N

��V�n − V�n��− 1�n�

+
3

4
J�0 −

3

2�
n=1

N

��J�n − J�n��− 1�n� ,

u12
� = 2U + 2�

n=1

N

�V�n�cos 2nkF1 + �− 1�n�

+ V�n�cos 2nkF1 − �− 1�n��

−
3

2�
n=1

N

�J�n�cos 2nkF1 + �− 1�n�

− J�n�cos 2nkF1 − �− 1�n�� ,

u12
� = 2V�0 + 2�

n=1

N

�V�n�cos 2nkF1 − �− 1�n� + V�n�cos 2nkF1

+ �− 1�n�� +
1

2
J�0 +

1

2�
n=1

N

�J�n�cos 2nkF1 − �− 1�n�

+ J�n�cos 2nkF1 + �− 1�n�� , �14�

with u12=u21 and u11=u22 from symmetry. At half-filling, the
particle-hole symmetry ensures we have nine unique cou-
pling constants, b11

� =b22
� , b11

� =b22
� , b12

� , b12
� , f12

� , f12
� , u11

� =u22
� ,

u12
� , and u12

� . Away from half-filling the umklapp interactions
vanish but we no longer have b11=b22 so we have eight
different coupling constants. These coupling constants and
the Hamiltonian are completely general and can accommo-
date any desired charge and spin interaction profile in a two-
leg ladder.

The Hamiltonian is more easily analyzed if the chiral fer-
mion operators are replaced with boson operators.10,26 The
bosonized fields �� and �� with =� ,� represent a variety
of quantum numbers. The subscript represents total �+� or
relative �−� charges or spins �� or �, respectively� between
the two bands while � is a displacement field and � is a
phase field. The total bosonized Hamiltonian density H
=H0+HI is

H =
1

8�
�
�

v��K�
−1 ��x���2 + K���x���2�

− 2b12
� cos ��− cos ��+ + 2 cos ��+�b11

� cos ��−

+ f12
� cos ��−� − cos ��−�b12

+ cos ��− + b12
− cos ��−�

− 2u11
� cos ��+ cos ��− − 2u12

� cos ��+ cos ��+

− cos ��+�u12
+ cos ��− + u12

− cos ��−� , �15�

where b12
� =b12

� �b12
� and u12

� =u12
� �u12

� . The Luttinger pa-
rameters and the Fermi velocities for the total/relative charge
and spin sectors are

K� =	2��v1 + v2� − ��b11
 + b22

 �/2 � f12
 �

2��v1 + v2� + ��b11
 + b22

 �/2 � f12
 �

,

v� = 	4�2�v1 + v2�2 − ��b11
 + b22

 �/2 � f12
 �2/4� . �16�

Note that the highly symmetric bosonized form in Eq. �15� is
possible only for degenerate velocity v1=v2. This is always
true at half-filling but not at generic fillings. The LPB two-
leg ladder we are interested in is at quarter-filling,17 but as it
consists of nearly independent chains with vanishingly small
interchain hopping t�� t, the Fermi velocities are nearly de-
generate v1�v2 and the above bosonized Hamiltonian is
valid.

The RG flow equations of the couplings are of the form
dgi /d�=� jkAi

jkgjgk, where Ai
jk is a constant tensor that can be

computed from operator product expansions and � is the RG
parameter.10,27 All RG flow equations are solved simulta-
neously with the initial conditions at �=0 given in Eqs.
�12�–�14�. On substituting the RG solutions into the
bosonized Hamiltonian Eq. �15� the Hamiltonian may be
minimized by a specific set of pinned bosonized fields �while
other fields remain free to adopt any value�, thus defining the
ground state. For example, if b12

� flows to a nonzero value
then b12

� cos ��− cos ��+ in Eq. �15� could minimize the
Hamiltonian by pinning ��− ,��+=m� for some integer m. In
order to maintain this minimum m can change by integral
values, which describe an excitation over some finite energy
gap. Generally we find that there is no conflict in the set of
pinned fields which minimize the Hamiltonian, i.e., each
term in the Hamiltonian is minimized by the set of pinned
fields and none are maximized or indeterminate. Such a situ-
ation describes a stable phase. However, in some cases each
term in the Hamiltonian cannot be simultaneously mini-
mized, leading to an unstable phase. These unstable phases
tend to exist over very small regions in phase space and often
describe phase transitions between stable phases.10,28 In
cases where a coupling flows to zero those terms in the
Hamiltonian associated with this zero coupling become irrel-
evant. If a particular field only appears in irrelevant terms
then it will be unpinned when minimizing the Hamiltonian.
An unpinned field describes a gapless excitation. Note that it
is only the coefficients of the sinusoidal terms which ulti-
mately determine the gapped excitations and therefore bqq

�

and f12
� are the only couplings which can be nonzero in a

fully gapless phase, i.e., a TLL.

III. ZIGZAG TWO-LEG LADDER

To illustrate the general model derived in Sec. II we con-
sider a two-leg ladder in which the legs zigzag parallel to
each other and the bent legs make a constant angle �, as
shown in Fig. 1�b�. To incorporate the ladder geometry into
the model we assume unscreened interactions so that the in-
teraction strength between two sites is inversely proportional
to the distance between them,

X�n =
X

an sin �/2
, n = 2,4,6, . . . ,

X�n =
X

a	1 + �n2 − 1�sin �/2
, n = 1,3,5, . . . ,
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X�n =
X

a	�2 + n2 sin2 �/2
, n = 0,2,4, . . . ,

X�n =
X

a	1 + �2 + �n2 − 1�sin �/2
, n = 1,3,5, . . . ,

�17�

where X=V ,J, a is the distance between neighboring lattice
sites on the same leg, and the distance between lattice sites
on the same rung is a�. We shall assume the ladder consists
of square plaquettes with �=1. Generally we would like in-
teractions beyond the cutoff, i.e., with n�N, to be less
strong than interactions within the cutoff, but when � is very
small this may not be the case. This issue may be avoided by
defining different cutoffs for interactions along a leg and
interactions between legs, but as the small values of � for
which this problem occurs are quite likely not experimen-
tally attainable we will continue to use just one cutoff N.

By describing our interactions in terms of distance and
with just three variables, V, J and �, we greatly simplify the
problem, but there is a notable loss of accuracy. While the
electron-electron interactions do depend on distance, they are
also dependent on the shape of the atomic wave function. As
we do not consider the shape of the wave function Eq. �17�
represents quite a simplistic view of the interactions in the
ladder.

A. Order parameters

Order parameters, such as the electron density or current
flow, are defined in terms of the original fermion operators
and provide a physical description of the system’s phase. On
bosonizing the order parameters they can be evaluated for a
particular ground state by substituting in the set of pinned
boson fields which minimize the Hamiltonian. Each stable
phase is defined in terms of at least one nonzero order pa-
rameter which is directly related to the solutions of the RG
flow equations.

At half-filling the phase of a two-leg ladder could be one
of four density wave phases or one of four Mott insulator
phases.13,15 We first discuss the density wave phases, the
charge-density wave �CDW�, the staggered-flux �SF� phase,
the p-density wave �PDW�, and the f-density wave �FDW�,
and their associated order parameters. A CDW has a nonzero
variation in the average electron density per site which is
defined by

njl = �
�

cjl�
† cjl�. �18�

At half-filling the average electron density of a two-leg lad-
der is one electron per site, but in a CDW the sites are alter-
natively unoccupied or fully occupied by two electrons. To
define current flow we use

j�jl = i�
�

�c
j̄l�

†
cjl� − H.c.� ,

j� jl = i�
�

�cj�l+1��
† cjl� − H.c.� ,

jdjl = i�
�

�c
j̄�l+1��
†

cjl� − H.c.� , �19�

which describe currents along rungs between sites �j , l� and

�j̄ , l�, along legs between sites �j , l� and �j , l+1� and along

the diagonals of the plaquettes between sites �j , l� and �j̄ , l
+1�, respectively. If the first two currents are nonzero we
have a SF phase which is characterized by alternative clock-
wise and anticlockwise current flows around plaquettes. If
the third current is nonzero we have a FDW which is char-
acterized by currents zigzagging across the diagonals of the
plaquettes. Two kinetic order parameters are

B� jl = i�
�

�cj�l+1��
† cjl� + H.c.� ,

Bdjl = i�
�

�c
j̄�l+1��
†

cjl� + H.c.� , �20�

where B� jl describes interactions along legs and Bdjl de-
scribes interactions across diagonals. A PDW is defined by
nonzero B� jl which implies dimerization between neighbor-
ing sites on the same leg. While nonzero Bdjl does not for-
mally define any phase, it tends to be nonzero in a CDW and
describes dimerization between sites of equal electron den-
sity. The kinetic energy across rungs

B�jl = i�
�

�c
j̄l�

†
cjl� + H.c.� , �21�

is always zero.
Away from half-filling the situation is a little different

with there being only two possible density wave phases. In
this case a CDW �SF� and a PDW �FDW� coexist in a single
phase, and for simplicity we name this phase a CDW �SF�
phase. At half-filling the CDW �SF� and the PDW �FDW�
only differ by the pinned value of the total charge displace-
ment field ��+. Away from half-filling the umklapp terms are
removed and this provides an additional symmetry, resulting
in an unpinned ��+. When ��+ is unpinned the CDW and
PDW may coexist with the relevant order parameters, njl and
B� jl, being simultaneously nonzero. Similarly, the SF and the
FDW may coexist and all three currents j�jl, j� jl, and jdjl will
be simultaneously nonzero.

If all the order parameters discussed above vanish then we
may have a Mott insulator or a superconductor state. An
s-wave superconducting order parameter can be defined by

�slj = cjl↑cjl↓ �
1

2�
Pq

�Pql, �22�

where �Pql=	Pql↑	P̄ql↓ is the pairing operator of the chiral
fields. The d-wave order parameter across the rungs is

�d�l = c1l↑c2l↓ �
1

2�
Pq

�− 1�q+1�Pql. �23�

As the names imply, �slj is nonzero in an s-wave supercon-
ductor �S-SC� while �d�l is nonzero in an d-wave supercon-
ductor �D-SC�. On bosonizing the superconducting order pa-
rameters it can be seen that they can only be nonzero away
from half-filling where the boson field ��+ is unpinned. At
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half-filling the total charge displacement is pinned and both
�slj and �d�l vanish, and provided all previously discussed
order parameters are also zero we may have a Mott insulator.
The Mott insulator at half-filling is defined by nonzero �Pql
and, like a superconductor, is defined in terms of a pairing
symmetry. If �R1l�R2l

† �0 we define the Mott insulator as s
wave, but if �R1l�R2l

† �0 we define it as d wave. Two types
of s-wave and d-wave Mott insulators exist, one with ��+
pinned to an even multiple of �, named S-Mott and D-Mott,
and the other with ��+ pinned to an odd multiple, named
S�-Mott and D�-Mott. A difference in ��+ of � represents a
half-plaquette shift in the center of mass of the paired chiral
fields with the D- and S-Mott pairing being across rungs and
the D� and S�-Mott pairing being across the diagonals of the
plaquettes.

There are a few other possible phases in the two-leg lad-
der. For example, the phase transitions between any two
phases may be thought of as phases in their own right, but as
they are unstable they only exist over a vanishingly small
parameter range and we will not discuss them here. Another
possibility is a TLL, although we shall discuss this phase in
more detail in Sec. IV. In a TLL all bosonic fields are un-
pinned and because of this all order parameters discussed
above are undefined.

B. Half-filling

Our first example of the zigzag two-leg ladder is the case
of half-filling �=0 with equal leg and rung hopping t= t�.
Phase diagrams constructed from the solutions of the RG
flow equations are given in Fig. 2 and clearly both � and N
play a significant role. We always assume on-site interaction
U=2, although in the results presented here it is the ratios
V /U and J /U which are important in determining the phase,
rather than the actual values of U, V, and J. When there are
charge interactions V�0 but no spin interactions J=0 in-
creasing N from 2 to 10 will allow CDW and S-Mott phases
to emerge while significantly reducing the range of the D�
and S�-Mott states. For spin interactions J�0 but no charge
interactions V=0, when N=2 D-Mott, PDW, and FDW
phases are possible, but only at quite small angles, ��� /3.
As N is increased to 10 one still requires ��� /3 to obtain
anything but a D-Mott phase, and the phase diagram is simi-
lar to the N=2 case, but with a small D�-Mott region and no
PDW. Of particular interest is the emergence of a FDW when
J�0 as this phase has not previously been predicted in a
two-leg ladder at half-filling under any physically possible
scenarios. Although the angle required to obtain a FDW is
quite small it may be possible to construct an appropriate
lattice using cold atoms.29 The phase diagram for N=10 and
�=� /4 with variable V and J is shown in Fig. 3 and the
dominant phases are the PDW and FDW.

We can make some general statements about where cer-
tain phases are likely to appear in the phase diagram for any
set of parameters at half-filling, but due to the complexity of
the interactions, particularly when N is large, it is not pos-
sible to give a complete picture and unexpected behavior can
occur. When V=J=0 it is well known that the undoped two-
leg ladder is in a D-Mott phase.10 When J=0 but V is large
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FIG. 2. Phase diagrams at half-filling with t= t�=1, U=2 and
�a� N=2, J=0 �b� N=2, V=0 �c� N=10, J=0 �d� N=10, V=0.
Dashed lines indicate where � is small enough so that some inter-
actions not considered are larger than some which are considered.
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the charge interactions between different sites may be large
enough to overcome the on-site interaction U. Provided � is
not small, such a situation should result in either a S-Mott or
S�-Mott phase, or perhaps a CDW, with the latter being most
likely for very large V as it will avoid the strongest repulsive
interactions. This behavior can be observed in Fig. 2�c�, but
surprisingly not in Fig. 2�a�. For other values of N we do
tend to find a CDW when V�U and ��� so Fig. 2�a�
appears to be describing some anomalous behavior. When
J=0 and V is not particularly large, but � is small the V�2
interaction may be quite large, in which case either an
S-Mott or S�-Mott phase is likely, as is seen in both Figs.
2�a� and 2�c�. A CDW is not likely in this case as it will force
next-nearest neighbors on the same leg to be close to each
other, which is not possible when V�2 is large. When V=0 an
increase in J will generally not have much influence on the
phase of the ladder and therefore we expect to have a D-Mott
phase for the majority of the phase diagram. When � be-
comes quite small the proximity of next-nearest neighbors
along the same leg will increase J�2 and introduce some
strong frustration into the system. In an attempt to avoid this
frustration there is a current flow between sites containing
similar spins, resulting in an FDW. This is observed in both
Figs. 2�b� and 2�d�.

C. Quarter-filling

For our second example of the zigzag two-leg ladder we
assume quarter-filling which sets �=−	2t2− t�

2 and we also
assume t=1� t�=0.01. This case is designed to correspond
to LPB when ��� /2. We again use U=2, although, as be-
fore, it is the ratios V /U and J /U which ultimately determine
the phase. In Fig. 4 we present a number of phase diagrams.
Despite the small SF phase, the J�0, V=0 case is not par-
ticularly interesting as extremely small values of � are re-
quired if any phase but a D-SC is to be observed, particularly
when N=2. Unlike the half-filled case, increasing N from 2
to 10 does not cause new phases to emerge, although the SF
phase does appear at a larger value of �. In the V�0, J=0
case increasing N from 2 to 10 decreases the complexity of
the phase diagram, causing the CDW phase to expand and
the S-SC phase to vanish.

The shaded region in Fig. 4�a� describes a region of
unusual scaling. The phase in this region is either D-SC or
S-SC, with the D-SC to S-SC phase transition running ap-
proximately through the center. Each phase is characterized
by a unique set of RG solutions of the eight coupling con-
stants and generally, while renormalizing, the coupling con-
stants flow gradually toward this final solution. In the shaded
region the coupling constants do not initially flow toward
either a D-SC or S-SC solution but instead toward a solution
typical of the D-SC to S-SC phase transition. This scaling
behavior continues as � increases, but at some point there is
a sudden change and the RG will flow rapidly to either a
D-SC or S-SC solution. This scaling behavior is typical when
extremely close to a phase transition, but it is not usually
observed in regions as large as the shaded region in Fig. 4�a�.
It is quite possible that this region could be mistaken for a
TLL phase, as we shall explain in more detail in Sec. IV.
Note that this region is very close to �=� /2 so it may ex-
plain the TLL observations in LPB.12

As in the half-filling case we can give a simple explana-
tion of the phase diagrams. When V=J=0 it is known that
the phase must be a D-SC.15 When J=0 and V is large the
on-site interaction U will be less significant and the phase
will be either S-SC or CDW. When V is not particularly large
but � is small we would also expect a S-SC or CDW because
the interaction V�2 will be large. Note that when well away
from half-filling a CDW is possible when V�2 is large. Also,
when V=0 and nonzero J small values of � will not cause
the doped lattice to become frustrated so unlike the undoped
case we do not expect a FDW.

IV. TOMANAGA-LUTTINGER LIQUID

In Sec. III we constructed various phase diagrams while
taking into account the geometry of the ladder, yet did not
observe a TLL. In this section we look more closely at what
is required for the RG equations to flow toward a TLL solu-
tion. We simplify the problem a little by considering a two-
leg ladder with the interaction cutoff N=1. Note that in this
limit, the zigzag angle � does not affect the initial values of
the couplings and thus can be ignored. This model was dis-
cussed in Ref. 12 to describe LPB and solved using RG flow
equations equivalent to the ones used here. Note that one of
the key features for TLL is the critical exponent � of the
single-particle density of states. Quasiparticle excitations are
not found in a zero-temperature TLL so the single-particle
density of states ��
� at energy 
 should be suppressed near
the Fermi energy 
F. This suppression is expected to follow a
power law ��
�� �
−
F�� for some positive constant � as the
temperature approaches zero.30

In Ref. 12, it was argued, both experimentally and theo-
retically, that the nature of the critical exponent � indicates
that LPB has a TLL phase. A remarkable agreement was
found between the experimental value of � and the theoret-
ical value obtained from the RG solutions, but what electron-
electron interactions would provide the required initial con-
ditions of the RG equations were not stated. Here we will
discuss the electron-electron interactions which may support
a TLL in a LPB-like two-leg ladder.
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FIG. 3. Phase diagram at half-filling with N=10, t= t�=1, U
=2 and �=� /4.
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We can evaluate � numerically at different temperatures
from the coupled RG equations. Note that the temperature
scales as T=T0e−� under RG transformations, where T0 is the
initial �bare� temperature. Therefore, when calculating the
couplings’ flow with the logarithmic length scale �, we can
compute the critical exponent � at different temperatures. It
is known that the exponent takes the form

� = �K�+ + K�+
−1 + K�− + K�−

−1 − 4�/8. �24�

If it approaches a constant during the RG analysis we have a
hint of TLL behavior.12 For convenience we separate this
critical exponent into two parts, �=�++�−, where

�� = �K�� + K��
−1 − 2�/8. �25�

As has been discussed previously, the couplings in front of
the sinusoidal terms in Eq. �15� determine the energy gaps
and thus the nature of the phase. If none of these couplings
become relevant under RG transformation, the ground state
is gapless and is characterize by the so-called Luttinger pa-
rameters K�� and K�� in the charge and spin sectors. In this
case only the first line of Eq. �15� remains, which corre-
sponds to the TLL Hamiltonian.26 If at least one of the coef-
ficients of the sinusoidal terms does not flow to zero we have
any one of the Mott, SC, or density wave states discussed
above. Three couplings, bqq

� with q=1,2 and f12
� , are not

coefficients of sinusoidal terms so need not vanish in a TLL.
From the RG equations it can be seen that these three cou-
plings will remain roughly constant when, and only when, all
the other gap-inducing couplings are irrelevant.10,27 Further-
more, only these three couplings appear in Eq. �24� which
defines �. This is in agreement with what we have already
stated about a TLL, i.e., the RG solution of � must flow to a
constant value.

We can make some comments about the general behavior
of �. From the RG flow equations we determine that bqq

�

always decreases, but f12
� always increases. In fact, b11

� +b22
�

+2f12
� remains constant in RG flows. Therefore K�+ must be

a constant and K�− always increases. This implies �+ is a
constant and the flow of the exponent � is essentially deter-
mined by �−. The minimum of � will be when �=�+, which
corresponds to �−=0 and K�−=1, or equivalently b11

� +b22
�

=2f12
� . When K�−�1 �or b11

� +b22
� �2f12

� � �− will decrease, as
must �, but when K�−�1 both �− and � will increase. The
point b11

� +b22
� =2f12

� is more significant than just the turning
point of �. The RG flow equations indicate that once this
point has been reached our system cannot be a TLL and �
will increase at an increasing rate. So, once b11

� +b22
� �2f12

� ,
or equivalently K�−�1, in the RG flows, the TLL phase is
unstable and some energy gaps will appear. However, it is
important to emphasize that with b11

� +b22
� �2f12

� satisfied we
may have a TLL but it is not guaranteed.

Returning to our specific example of LPB, we again as-
sume quarter-filling and set t=1, t�=0.01. In this case
kF1 ,kF2�� /4. Using the initial conditions in Eqs. �12� and
�13� it can be shown that the condition b11

� +b22
� �2f12

� is
equivalent to
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Phase diagrams at quarter-filling with t
=1, t�=0.01, U=2 and �a� N=2, J=0 �b� N=2, V=0 �c� N=10, J
=0, and �d� N=10, V=0. Dashed lines indicate where � is small
enough so that some interactions not considered are larger than
some which are considered.
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J�0 + 2�
n=1

N/2

�− 1�nJ�2n � −
4

3�V�0 + 2�
n=1

N/2

�− 1�nV�2n� .

�26�

In order to compare our results with Ref. 12 we only con-
sider the charge interactions V�=V�0, Vd=V�1, V� =V�1 and
the spin interactions J�=J�0, and J� =J�1 which corresponds
to a cutoff N=1, and so the necessary but not sufficient con-
dition for a TLL reduces to J��− 4

3V�. We wish to restrict
ourselves to physically possible cases so we must have V�

�0 and therefore the spin interaction across rungs J� must
be negative, implying ferromagnetic exchange coupling. In
Fig. 5 we present four phase diagrams, all of which show a
TLL may be obtained for negative J�. In all cases the con-
dition J��− 4

3V� is satisfied when we have a TLL, but
clearly it does not imply that we must have a TLL.

If we wish to choose initial conditions which will enable
the RG flow of � to closely resemble the experimental data
in Ref. 12 then even greater restrictions are placed on J�. As
the interaction strengths are unknown we must attempt to
make a reasonable guess. We set U=2 and to make the nu-
merical search practical we set V�=V�. Then, we fit the ex-
perimental data by varying the bare values of the charge
interactions V� ,Vd and the spin interactions J� ,J�. Accord-
ing to experimental data12 0.6���1, with �=1 correspond-
ing to the highest temperature measurement. So, we set �+
=0.6 as this marks the minimum of � and this sets K�+
=0.15. The maximum value is set to ��T0�=1 so �−�T0�
=��T0�−�+=0.4 and K�−��=0�=0.20. These conditions de-
termine the initial values of b11

� +b22
� �2f12

� which in turn
determine V� ,Vd for a given choice of J� ,J�. The RG flow
of � which corresponds to the experimental data is shown in
Fig. 6, with the initial temperate T0=300 K. We find that a
TLL with 0.6���1 is only obtained when J� is quite large
�significantly larger than U� and negative, which is unrealis-
tic for LPB. This does not mean that a TLL phase is impos-
sible for LPB as we must bear in mind that these simple
one-loop RG solutions are not expected to be quantitatively
correct and should really only be used for qualitative analy-
sis. Consequently, forcing the theoretical value of � to fit the
experimental data is not recommended and will not give a
good prediction of the interactions in the lattice.

Despite the limitations of this RG method it has had some
success in predicting phases of various systems. Rather than
attempt to obtain the exact experimental values of � one
could simply try to replicate the line shape of � as the tem-
perature decreases. In Fig. 7�a� we show that the general line
shape observed in experiments is obtainable when J� is not
particularly large, although it must be ferromagnetic because
we are still bound by the condition J��− 4

3V� if we wish to
have a TLL. In Fig. 7�b� we show that when we do not have
a TLL � may still adopt a variety of line shapes, some of
which strongly resemble a TLL as their turning point is very
close to T=0, in particular the J� =−J�=1 /2 case. Also, by
rescaling the interaction strengths it is possible to rescale
almost any � to have a very low temperature turning point.

If we rescale all interactions by the same factor R so that
�U ,Jn� ,Jn� ,Vn� ,Vn��→ �U ,Jn� ,Jn� ,Vn� ,Vn�� /R then, be-

cause the initial couplings are linear in the interactions we
can define a new set of couplings g̃i in terms of these res-
caled interactions, gi��=0�=Rg̃i��=0�. Rescaling the RG
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FIG. 5. Phase diagrams at quarter-filling with t=1, t�=0.01,
U=2 and �a� V� =Vd=J� =0, �b� V�=Vd=J� =0, �c� V�=V� =J� =0,
and �d� V�=V� =Vd=0.
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flow equations in the same way gives dg̃i /d�̃=� jkAi
jkg̃jg̃k

where �̃=R� and because it is the ratios
�Jn� ,Jn� ,Vn� ,Vn�� /U which essentially determine the phase
both gi and g̃i should flow toward the same solution and
eventually describe the same phase. However, this does not
mean they will have the same scaling. The rescaled tempera-

ture is T̃=T0e−l̃ and so T̃=T0�T /T0�−R and therefore, by
choosing an appropriate R we may rescale � so that its turn-
ing point is very close to T=0 and the phase may closely

resemble a TLL over a large temperature scale. For example,
the J� =−J�=4 curve in Fig. 7�b� has a turning point at T
=115 K, but if we choose R=2 we rescale to U=1 and J�

=−J�=2 which rescales the turning point of � to T=44 K.
Similarly, if we choose R=4 we obtain a turning point at T
=6.4 K.

In Fig. 8 we show the RG flow of the couplings for the
U=2, J� =−J�=1 /2 case. These couplings mostly behave
very much like one would expect in a TLL, with f12

� , b12
� , and

b11
� approaching zero while b11

� and f12
� are fairly constant,

resulting in a fairly constant � over a large temperature
range. Only b12

� does not have typical TLL behavior as it
does not approach zero. Because of this the RG eventually
flows away from typical TLL behavior and the couplings
become large, in this case flowing toward a typical D-SC
solution. In the previous section it was mentioned that the
shaded region in Fig. 4�a� is not a TLL, but may be mistaken
for one. This is because these couplings scale similarly to the
ones shown in Fig. 8, specifically b11

� and f12
� �and therefore

�� remain fairly constant over a significant � range but at
some point they make a rapid change and approach values
typical of a superconductor. As the experimental data of LPB
also hints at an increase in the critical exponent � near
T=0,12 it is quite possible that the observed scaling is indeed
a close crossover from TLL-like behavior to some supercon-
ducting or density wave phase near zero temperature. More
experimental work is required to determine the true nature of
� in very low-temperature LPB. One may also be able to
make better theoretical predictions if more was known about
the interactions in LPB.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have derived a Hamiltonian for a two-leg ladder
which allows consideration of generic short-range charge
and spin interactions. One can choose the interactions to ex-
tend only to nearest neighbors, or one can choose to have
interactions which extend across several lattice sites. When
increasing the range of the interactions the number of vari-
ables inevitably increases. Rather than considering each in-
teraction strength as an independent variable and dealing
with all the associated problems, we simply assume that the
interactions are inversely proportional to the distance be-
tween lattice sites, thus keeping the number of parameters to
a minimum. While this is just a rough approximation, it does
allow us to solve the RG solutions for any number of inter-
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actions while only needing three variables, U, V and J, to
describe the electron-electron interactions.

The Hamiltonian derived here is applicable to several dif-
ferent materials, and not just those materials such as LPB
which have an obvious ladder structure. Carbon nanotubes,
for example, have an hexagonal lattice structure which may
be mapped onto a two-leg ladder, and results obtained from
two-leg ladder RG equations have been applied to carbon
nanotubes with nearest-neighbor interactions.28 However,
carbon nanotubes are known to support long-range interac-
tions so the Hamiltonian presented here, with slight modifi-
cations, would provided a more accurate picture of the
phases of a carbon nanotube.

Our RG analysis of LPB is somewhat limited because we
have no experimental data which gives any clear indication
of the charge and spin interaction strengths. Experimental
measurements of these interactions would be extremely use-
ful, but they are unfortunately very difficult to obtain. It is
important to note that these data should not be obtained in-
directly by attempting to fit the experimental flow of the
critical exponent � to numerical solutions of � obtained from
the RG equations as these numerical solutions are not ex-

pected to be quantitatively accurate. Because of these limi-
tations we are unable, at least until more experimental data
are made available, to make a definite statement concerning
a TLL phase in LPB and clearly the claims made in Ref. 12
are premature. The observed behavior may be a true TLL
phase, or it may simply be a non-TLL phase which strongly
resembles a TLL over a large temperature range, only devi-
ating from TLL-like behavior at extremely small tempera-
tures. The power of these one-loop RG solutions is that they
are relatively simple and tend to provide a qualitative de-
scription of the phase of the system. More quantitative accu-
racy may possibly be achieved from second-loop or higher
order corrections.31
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